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Students reject Constitution changes
By Torn Koontz

Ken Miller. "I think people voted no
because they want the vice president to
Last Fridays Constitution changes have the vote."
failed, 100 - 228, in general student body
"Students didn't just rubber stamp it,"
voting. The proposed amendments were said Dega. "We made an issue of it, and I
previously approved by the Student think it's wonderful that students took
Senate, and if passed the new the effort to be informed."
constitution would have gone to the
trustees for final approval this weekend.
Dega suggested that while the main
"I thought it (turnout) was a fairly reason for the failure can be attributed to
good showing," said ASUPS Vice the removal of the vice president's Senate
President Mimi Dega. "I talked to vote, people may have also been
students who would have normally had concerned with the president's veto power
no inkling to vote, and a lot said they did and stipulations about open and closed
vote."
Senate meetings.
"Some people think not enough
According to Miller and Dega, the
people knew about it, but I know a lot Constitution will have to be reconsidered
of people knew the issue," said Senator by Senate.

"We'll probably talk about it at the
Senate retreat (this weekend)," said
Miller, "and bring it up at a Senate
meeting after that."
"We won't start from scratch," said
Dega. "We'll target the hot issues then
move on. .1 don't think it will take as
much time (as last time on the Senate
floor), but it may take more research
about the issues."
As in the recent senatorial elections,
concerns were raised about campaigning.
"I think several students will be
bringing complaints to the Student
Honor Court (which has campaign
complaint jurisdiction)," said Miller. "I
don't know of any campaign violations,

but if by some fluke the Honor Court
declares the constitutional vote invalid
this will give us time to inform even
more students, and I think more people
would vote against it."
"It was brought to my attention that a
campaign sign may have been less than
20 feet from a polling station in the
SUB," said Dega. "It was immediately
removed, but I'm still not sure it was too
close."
Dega noted there could have been
confusion about campaign guidelines
because they differed from senate election
guidelines, although she said she printed
up the constitutional campaign
guidelines and made them available.

Divestment rally directs message to trustees
By Cynthia King

"Invest in Death" and "Racism is
death" were two of the signs students
carried in the first divestment rally of the
year. Approximately 80 people expressed
their dissatisfaction with UPS's
continued investment in South Africa by
carrying signs and cheering the several
speakers on Tuesday.
"We're here to let the trustees, faculty
and students know that UPS Divest is

still with it. We're not going to roll over
and play dead just because the trustees
have ignored us for so long," said Steve
Bovingdon, who helps coordinate the
rallies.
Even though the turnout at the rally
was small in comparison to the school
population, Bovingdon still feels that
those students wishing to divest are not
an insignificant minority.
"We got 500 student signatures last
spring. The petition called for total

divestment. I'd like to see anyone get
500 students to agree on anything else.
It's not easy to do," he said.
In his speech to the protesters,
Bovingdon pointed out that UPS has not
divested, whereas many of the Ivy
League colleges have. Among those
colleges are Columbia, Brown, Cornell,
Dartmouth, Yale, and Harvard.
"Even the University of Wyoming has
divested. We're being one-upped by the
University of Wyoming," he added.

Coinciding with the rally is a Board of
Trustees meeting on Friday, and a faculty
vote concerning divestment.
The first proposal in the faculty vote
is phrased, "...whereas the University of
Puget Sound has accepted the concept of
values as an integral part of its
educational program and philosophy and
whereas the University has an exemplary
role as a public institution, the faculty

See RALLY page 2

Lecture is no lemon
By Amy Driskell

"Mechanisms of Change" sounds like
a dull lecture. But the capacity crowd in
Kilworth Chapel Thursday night seemed
to expect something different. Perhaps it
was the subtitle that grabbed them--Do
Lemons Whistle?"
Maybe the audience was familiar with
Burke's numerous television series and
specials. His series "Connections" has
achieved the largest viewing audience
ever for a documentary broadcasted in the
U.S.
Burke's lecture was far from dull. In
many ways it was reminiscent of his
televsion shows. The entire lecture was
filled with unusual facts and
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observations, and Burke's dry humour
was ever-present.
Burke's lecture dealt with how changes
in science and technology have changed
man's perceptions of his world.
"Science is bringing change to every
aspect of life," said Burke, "and
sometimes we don't notice until it's too
late." He said that we are living with
"non-stop innovation" in the twentieth
century. This rapid rate of change affects
the way in which man perceives his
world.
"You see what your knowledge at the
time tells you you're seeing," said Burke.
He said that scientific theories about how

See LECTURE page 3
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urges the Board of Trustees that the
University withdraw all investment
concerns that do business in South
Africa."

same, according to Ken Riley, another
speaker at the rally:
'There is progress being made, but if
we don't keep it up nothing is going to

9I77
I'
One member of the rally said in
response to the reading of this
proposition, "Ask your professors how
they voted!"
Even though General Motors and
IBM have announced plans to divest, it
is still important to urge UPS into the

r
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change. We need to talk to our friends,
get them involved with divesting and
talk to the professors. But most
importantly, we need to let the Board of
Trustees know when they come here on
Friday that we're not going to put up
with their racist and murderous policies
any more."
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Compiled by Rich Waymire
In another round of the "diplomatic war" between the U.S. and the Soviet Union,
the USSR expelled five more diplomats Wednesday, after the U.S. expelled 55
Soviet diplomats. All were expelled for "activities inconsistent with their
diplomatic status."
President Reagan, calling it a "sweeping victory for fairness" signed into law the
tax overhaul bill at a ceremony on the White House lawn. The bill is supposed to
slash rates, eliminate most deductions, and cut taxes for the majority of Americans.

IBM and GM both announced that they are pulling Out of South Africa. The
surprise pullouts are a major blow to the Pretoria government. Xerox has also
indicated that they may pull out soon. All of these companies were vocal advocates
of staying in South Africa.
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Compiled by Eric Gilbertson
SOUTH AFRICAN REFUGEE TO LECTURE ON APARTHEID
Dumisani Kumano, a refugee from Soweto who helped get the disinvestment ball
roiling in the U.S., will present a lecture on "Apartheid in South Africa" on
Wednesday, October 29, at 8pm in Kilworth Chapel. Kumalo's appearance is
sponsored by Associated Student Lectures. Admission is $5 general and $2 for UPS
students. Tickets may be purchased at Ticketmaster and at the door the day of the
lecture.
UPS TO HOST AIDS FORUM
UPS, in conjunction with area health groups, will host "Facts About AIDS," a
forum designed to educate the public on current knowledge about AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome). The forum will be held from 1pm to 4pm
Saturday, October 25, in Kilworth Chapel Lounge. It is free and open to the public.
For more information, call Ron Stone at 756-3503 or Kathi Knowles at 784 5655.
-

SCIENCE/MATH SEMINAR FOCUSES ON GLACIERS
The next Science/Math Seminar for the 1986/87 academic year will be held in
Th152 on Thursday, October 30, at 4pm. Bob Krimmel of the U.S. Geological
Survey will speak on "Recent Activity of the Hubbard Glacier, Alaska." Included
will be many new aerial photos of this spectacular region of Coastal Alaska. The
seminar is open to all who are interested in attending.
ZEIGLER TAKES THE POLITICAL PULSE
Harmon Ziegler, the Philip M. Phibbs Distinguished Professor in American
Politics at the University, will present an analysis of the upcoming general election
on Wednesday, October 29, at 4pm in Howarth 201. Zeigler believes that the
results of this election will be a bellwether of dramatic change in America's
political party system. There is no admission charge.
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS ADDS TWO NEW DIRECTORS
The Office of University Relations has two new directors in its ranks. John Alvord,
formerly assistant director of the annual fund, has been promoted to director of
alumni relations, and Graham Thomas joins the OUR staff as director of the annual
fund, leaving his post as alumni and public relations director at the University of
Albuquerque.
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FREE ADMISSION DAY AT POINT DEFIANCE ZOO
The Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium has designated Saturday, October 25, as
Thank You Tacoma Day. From lOam until noon, all visitors will be admitted free
of charge. There will be animal demonstrations, weather permitting. Visitors are
reminded that the Zoo has gone to its winter hours, opening at lOam and closing at
4:30pm daily. The Zoo will be closed on Thanksgiving and Christmas Day.

A Moslem extremist group said it kidnapped an American writer of children's
books, alleging that he was a spy for the U.S. and Israel. The U.S. denied the
accusations and demanded that Edward Tracy be released. Tracy is the seventh
American abducted and still missing in Lebanon.
Soviet-style munitions have mysteriously washed up on the Atlantic coast of
Florida. Authorities are worried that a beachcomber may have walked away with an
anti-tank rocket. Most of the weapons are typically fired from tanks or helicopters,
and all had Spanish and Russian writing on them.

S enate action focuses on
South African issues

By Eric Gilbertson

This week, Senate approved funding to
UPS Divest and passed a motion to
challenge the trustees to match ASUPS'
funding to host a South African
exchange student.
Senator Ken Miller moved to allocate
$237.50 base and $118.75 matching
funds to now ASUPS-recognized UPS
Divest.
"UPS Divest has been quite active on
campus for the past two semesters,"
Miller said. "We think it's about time
that ASUPS funds them," adding that
UPS Divest involves a lot of students.
"The Young Republicans and the
Young Democrats are registered under
ASUPS," said an audience member.
"Isn't that getting a little political in this
situation? Isn't it the right of the Young
Republicans and the Young Democrats
to get recognized and funded too?"
"That might be a good point, but I
don't think this is the time to discuss
this," said Miller. "They already have
been recognized."
The motion was called to a vote and
passed unanimously.
ASUPS President Steve Emery then
moved to challenge the trustees to
match ASUPS' funding to host a student
from South Africa.
"This has to be done right away
because this is the trustees' only
meeting right now," Emery said.
"Secondly, the company that we go

through to get this program going needs
to have all scholarship funds available
immediately or else they won't be able to
provide arrangements (to host a
student)."
"How did we decide on a South
African student?" asked Miller.
"Nobody brought up proposing
bringing someone from a different
country and the opportunity for the
South African student is about to end,"
Emeiy said.
"Will we still have the opportunity (to
host another student)?" asked Senator
Lisa Davenport.
"We can always propose to sponsor
someone else," answered Emery.
The motion was called to a vote and it
passed unanimously.
ASUPS Vice President Mimi Dega
then moved to appoint Terrell Cotterell
as the new dance chairperson after
consideration by a committee she headed.
"He has the time (to put in), he's very
organized, and he wants people to feel a
part of what's going on," Dega said. "He
wants everything to benefit the whole
campus. He's been in format and knows
the people there."
With no opposition from senators or
the audience, the motion passed
unanimously.
In other business, Senator Lisa North
was elected Senate chair pro tempore.
North would assume the duties of Chair
Jill Nishi if Nishi cannot fulfill her
duties for any reason.
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Phonathon Fundraising keeps UPS afloat
By David Han an
Phonathon.
The term conjures up images of Jerry
Lewis droning for two days on television
or hundreds of junior high scool kids
roller skating 300 miles for pledges to
March of Dimes. Phonathon is neither of
these. It is a yearly UPS event to raise
money for the Annual Fund.
This year, under new director Michael
Amend, Phonathon is well above their
goal.
So far they have raised $74,000 toward
their goal of $224,000. 'If we keep up
this pace, we'll probably be at about
$250,000-$300,000," said Amend.
"We have some really good callers,"
said Amend. "A lot of them have
experience, which is different. We
usually have all new callers."

30 students work for Phonathon as
callers. 15-18 callers raise $4000-$9000
dollars each night.
"Most of the money," Amend said, "is
unrestricted gifts, so it goes straight into
the operating budget.
"This goes to buying library books,
financial aid, professors' salaries -basically it supplements tuition because
tuition doesn't pay for what it costs to
run the university. Tuition pays about
85% and the annual fund pays for about
15%."
Phonathon runs through May. In the
end, over 21,000 alumni will have been
called.
The average call begins with greetings
an6l an invitation to Homecoming. Then
begins the pitch.
The caller would then say, "Also, I
would like to invite you to join with
other alumni in support of the Annual

"because corporations and foundations
who give millions of dollars each year,
base how much they give on alumni
participation."

Fund this year," said Amend.
The caller then goes on to explain the
importance of the Annual Fund to the
university.

I

Meet the 1986 Pizza
Poster Child
Student workers busy at calling at Phonathon.
Amend brought a new perspective into
Finally they get to the meat of the
call--- money. The callers start by asking his job.
"I was a caller in the first year of the
for large amounts. With every refusal,
they simply move to the next lowest Phonathon in 83-84; so, I have that
pledge, until they find a mutually
perspective," he said.
Amend knew that if pledges didn't
satisfactory amount.
According to Amend, the average come in at a regular pace, caller morale
pledge is $53. This is down from $65 could get very low. To prevent this,"we
last year. just tried to lump them all together," he
However, the percentage of people said. This means the alumni likely to
give large amounts weren't set apart to
who do pledge is up significantly.
"That's a good trade-off," said Amend, be called on certain nights.

Lecture continued from front page
The rest of Burke's lecture discussed
things should be affect how man man's adaptation to change, and the
perceives them. Burke used the omelette changes this adaptation causes. Burke
theory to illustrate this point, illustrated this point with a long list of
"If you believe the universe is made of "connections" describing how the
omelette," said Burke, "You would make introduction of a new type of Spanish
inslruments to find intergalactic egg." He loom led ultimately to the Reformation
went on to say that if you found no egg, in Europe.
you'd attribute it to instrument
"Our model [of the world] today is
malfunction. You would classify suffering intense technological culture
everything else that you did find, such as shock," stated Burke. He said that this
black holes and galaxies, as "non- culture shock arises from our incessantly
omelette paraphernalia." changing world.
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for remailing letters from home!
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope for information/application:
Associates, Box 95-13, Roselle, NJ 07203
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There is hope...

With any Pizza purchase, the Cellar might donate $1,000
in an attempt to pay little Brucy's way through a liberal
arts college. Bring in this picture and get tt50 off an

order of:

V IEXECUTIVE

Featuring Cherry Boone O'Neill
A Conference on Eating Disorders

Rilri, a ro 'Llrull 6 9

SUPPORT

SYSTEMS

TYPING

WORD
PROCESSING

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Oct. 25, 1986

r

Pick-up And Delivery Available

St. Joseph Hospital 9am-1 2pm

Please help Drucy out of the play pen and into the
classroom { not that there is any difference!... }

Rrn. 3A-B South Pavilion

cal/ BOBBI

$15 per person limited seating

1

11

ph. 272-6651

7406 27th St. W. Tacoma
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r
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Make haste to see play of the Heart
By Rich Underhill

The Tacoma Actors Guild's first
production of this season closes
Saturday, October 25--so hurry! The
Hasty heart is an excellent play, a
must-see.
The hasty Heart is a drama set
against the background of World War II.
It deals with five wounded soldiers, each
from a different country, all fighting for

the allies. The men are recovering in a
Burmese field hospital. They pass the
time teasing and horsing around, with
their nurse often joining in on the jokes
and conversation.
A sixth soldier soon joins the men;
however, this man is dying (he is the
only person who does not know his
fate). The dying man, a twenty-one year
old Scot named Lachlen, is bitter and
unfriendly towards the men and the

South African natives

Dance troupe to perform

nurse. One man describes Lachlen by
saying, "to know him is to loathe him."
The men and the nurse attempt to
show the Scot compassion and
friendship, but Lachlen is too proud and
stubborn to accept it. He is finally won
over when the men and the nurse give
him a kilt (something he has always
wanted but never was able to have) for
his birthday. The play continues to
develop the relationships between the
characters.
The play is brilliantly staged, from the
authentic set to the wonderful actors.
Tim Streeter is excellent as Lachlen.
Streeter draws the audience into the
plight of the other soldiers and nurse.
The audience pities Lachlen, who has
been dealt so many bad blows up to the
final blow of death. The play is truly
effective because the audience understands
what the other characters on stage feel.
The supporting actors are also quite
good.
The Hasty Heart is a drama, and can
be extremely depressing; but it is also
funny at times. The heavy drama

concerned with death is interrupted
frequently by some much-needed comic
relief. This technique saves the play from
drowning its audience in a flood of
depression.
The play's only problem is the actors'
use of accents. These accents are
necessary for creating a character from
England or New Zealand; however, they
are difficult, often impossible, to
understand. Many members of the
audience found the accents especially
confusing during the first act. The
speech becomes more understandable as
the play progresses, and one does get
used to each accent. Audiences should
not let this one flaw dissuade them from
seeing the show.
***
The Hasty h-heart continues through

October 25, with performances starting
at 8 pm. Ticket prices range from
$8416, but rush tickets for students and
seniors are available on the night of the
performance. Call the box office at
272-2145.

The U-Zulu Dance Theatre will perform in the Fieldhouse on Saturday,
November 1 at 8pm.

SPECIAL MEALS FOR
YOUR SPECIAL DATES

REBWNS
Ow -

DINNERS! THURSDAY-SATURDAY 5:30-9:30
Only 8 blocks from T.A.G.
1702 Broadway, Tacoma, Wdshington
206.272.3868
Re-servations Appredated

Clinic and educational services
you can trust us"

(PD

P [inned Parenthood
OF PIERCE COUNTY
".SOUTH
. K ST. TACOMA, WA 98405
813
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Get a taste of Christmas What's happening,.

By Siri Wilbur

Though the Christmas holidays still Festival:
seem far away, the Fourth Annual
Holiday Food and Gift Festival is
Thursday October 23
bringing a taste of them to those of us
3 pm - Japanese favorites
who already long for the season.
7 pm - Fabulous Fillo
The Festival is underway at the Tacoma
Dome Arena. Offering a wide selection
of holiday food and gifts, along with
Friday October24
constant entertainment (strolling
noon - Holiday Entertaining
musicians, jugglers and mimes, and dear
1 pm - Holiday Chocolate
ol' Santa), the affair is billed as a
2 pm - Yan Can Cook (by Martin Yan)
"shopping extravaganza." At the Holiday
7 pin - Yan Can Cook
Festival Stage, cooking demonstrations
featuring famous names in the culinary
world can liven up your meals and
Saturday October 25
parties.
1 pm - Comfortable Recipes
The cost is $4 for adults (see the 2 pm - Yan Can Cook
Tacoma News Tribune for discount 7 pm - Holiday Entertaining
coupons). The Festival runs today and
Friday from 11 am to 10 pm, Saturday
from 10 am to 10 pm, and Sunday from Sunday October 26
10 am to 6 pm.
1 pm - Hors d'Oeurve for Entertaining
The following are some of the 2 pm - The Tastes of Washington
scheduled culinary demonstrations of the
3 pm - The Ultimate Turkey

In the area
ART EXHIBIT: CATS: Continuing through May 31, 1987; Tacoma Art
Museum, 12th and Pacific, downtown Tacoma; museum hours Monday through
Saturday lOam to 4pm, Sunday noon to 5pm; free.
PAUL TAYLOR DANCE COMPANY: October 23-25; Meany
Theater, University of Washington, Seattle; 8pm; $16-819, but rush tickets are
available. Call 543-4880 for ticket information.
Paul Taylor is an award-winning choreographer. Dances include: Images, Ab
Ova Usque Ad Mala, and A Musical Offering.
SONI VENTORUM WIND QUARTET TO PERFORM: October
27; Meany Theater, University of Washington, Seattle; 8pm; $3 for students and
seniors.
William Bergsma's new work Masquerade for Wind Quartet wil be premiered.

On campus

PROSITO
I
n
*
Cuisine

UPS WIND ENSEMBLE TO PERFORM FIRST CONCERT OF
THE SEASON: October 24;KiIworth Chapel; 8pm.

tal ia

CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS COUNTRY: October 24-26; McIntyre
006; Friday and Saturday at 6pm, 8:30pm, and 11pm, and Sunday at 6pm and
8:30pm; $1 with student ID.

40

Introducing.
LITE LUNCH SPECIALS

PUGET SOUND BRASS QUARTET TO PERFORM: October 31;
Jacobsen Recital Hall; 8pm; free to UPS faculty, students, and staff if reservations
are made in advance. Call 756-3555.
Works by Gabrieli, Carter, Ewald, and Heiden will be featured.
MUSIC SYMPOSIUM: THE ROMANTIC PERIOD OF MUSIC:
November 1; 9am to 5pm; $25, including lunch. Preregister by calling 756-3700.

8 oz. Steak and Pasta
Your choice only
Canneloni
Manicotti
$4.49
Linguini with Pesto
Fettucini with Chicken, Shrimp, or Scallops
!ncludes Soup or Salad and Freshly Baked Bread
Available 11 am to 3pm Daily
wwwWmWWWww

THIS WEEKEND

Prositos Presents

.....

ThyOormade
A Rhythm and Blues Band

Interested In studying In

ENGLAND?
•
•

Discover tiallaxton College.

Semester or academic year
• Students from other campuses welcome
• Accommodations In a 100-room Victorian manor house
Transferable American credit
• Trad opportunities abound

Get involved in the pre-Halloween Costume Contest:
1St Prize: $25
2nd Prize: Dinner for Two
------ -- --- - - --------------NEXT WEEKEND
Get your tickets for

HILLOWEEM FMIT
\WJl ffiftd

Oct. 31 and Nov. 1

¶tft

jL

ror more Information call Indiana toll free 1-800-9925877 or outside IndIana 812479-2146 orwilte tiarlaxton
C00rdlnator. UnIvIty of EvanArift 1800 Lincoln Avenue, Evanw0le. indiana 47714.
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The Green and Gold rushed on to an
impressive win over the Boxers of
Pacific 58-21. The Loggers' rushing
offense reached full throttle and rushed
for over 400 yards. Mike Oliphant was
the leading ground gainer as he terrorized
the Boxer defense for 208 yards on just 9
tries.
The logger "D" also played a great
game. Except for a few miscues the "D"
was superb, allowing just 80 yards
rushing.
After the game the players were trudy
excited about the victory. Main Patton,
senior captain, said "We needed a win -we wanted to give a beating and not take
one."
Give a beating they did. The Loggers
outslugged the Boxers on both sides of
the ball and the special teams play was
highlighted by a 63 yard punt return by

As in other Logger victories, the
offensive and defensive line were the
cornerstones to the win.
Offensive tackle Dave Hyytinen
echoed the thoughts of the offensive line
when he said, "The Logs had to control
the game, we knew what we had to do
and we did it."
The offensive line opened gaping
holes for the running backs and the
running game worked so well the
Loggers passed the ball only 4 times.
The victory for the Loggers was their
6th consecutive home win. Last year the
Loggers were 4-0 at Baker Stadium and
this season they have beaten OIT and
Pacific. The Loggers look forward to
continuing their winning ways this week
when they play the Mounties of Eastern
Oregon.

I
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Quarterback Jon Hanson s/ufts back before big UPS field gain.

THIS WEEK IN PUGET SOUND ATHLETICS

WED:

W-SWITvHvIING INTRA-SQUAD MEET
M-Soccer at U. of Washington
THURS: Volleyball at Simon Fraser
FRI:
M-Soccer at Gonzaga
FRI-SAT: Volleyball at Cross-Over Tourney
SAT:
FOOTBALL VS. EASTERN OREGON
M-SWIMMING ALUMNI MEET
W-Soccer at Western Washington
M-Soccer at Whitworth

-4

HOME
Away
Away
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away

4:30PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
12:00PM
All Day
1:30PM
11:00AM
1:00PM
11:00AM

Pethick pillages Pirates
Kipp

\V

By Eric Gilbertson
Bill Pethick had the game of his life
Sunday against Whitworth, scoring four
races and he came to school in good goals to lift the UPS men's soccer team
shape. He works very hard and never takes to a 4-1 Northwest Collegiate Soccer
Conference home victory.
a day off," commented Peyton.
It is truly unusual for anyone to win The win raised UPS's record to 4-4 in
five cross country races in a row when the NCSC, 10-5-2 overall.
you consider the tough terrain and Logger coach John Duggan called
competition," noted Sam Ring, UPS Pethick's performance "fabulous."
"Bill finally broke loose," Duggan
Distance Coach.
"Emmett is a solid individual who came said. Duggan was pleased with the rest of
to school in great shape and is training his team as well.
"This was our best performance of the
really hard. He has been in control in all
year," the UPS coach said. "The entire
the races he has run this year."
team was working together well. Our
ex ecution was a lot better."
Pethick struck for his first goal
entry form, .along with a $10.00 forfeit midway through the first half, taking a
deposit at the manager's meeting. If you good ball from Todd Holman on the
are transferring your fall forfeit deposit to right wing and beating the Whitworth
basketball or indoor soccer, make sure goalkeeper from eight yards out to the
your team's name is on the list eligible near post.
The Loggers lost the services of
for transfer.
Holman
with seven minutes left in the
If you are eligible for reimbursement
half
when
he decked a Whitworth
of your forfeit deposit for either flag
defender
and
was shown the red card.
football, volleyball, or outdoor soccer,
Despite
having
only 10 men, the
you must pick up your money between
Loggers
continued
to dominate play,
1:30 and 4:30 pm, Monday thru Friday
"showing
a
lot
of
character,"
according to
from the IM secretary before November
Duggan.
21st.
UPS increased the lead to 2-0 in the

in S a c ro S S C ountry

Sports Jfo Office
The Emmett Kipp phenomenon
continued last week at the Central
Washington Invitational. Kipp, junior,
completed the 8K course in 27:41.7 and
for the fifth time this season captured first
place. Kipp finished almost :35 ahead of
the second place runner John Brown of
Alaska-Anchorage.
Kipp's success in 1986 is due to a
number of factors according to Coach Joe
Pcyton. 'Kipp gets really psyched up for

-

IM sjorts sign uj s 011? en
-

From the IM Department
Intramural Sport Fans:
Sign-up for Fall Basketball and Indoor
Soccer is on. All team entries must be
completed by October 28th. Tuesday,
October 28th will be the manager's
meeting for all teams. Each team must
have a representative in attendance. The
meeting will be held in classroom #2 in
the fieldhouse.
Entry forms, rules sheets and official
policies are located directly below the
reader board outside the IM office.
Please make sure you have a completed

-

61st minute when Pethick took a John
Clifford pass and slotted home a
perfectly-placed 15-yarder to the right
post.
Whitworth closed it to 2-1 five
minutes later on a penalty kick that,
ironically, was successfully taken by the
Pirate goalkeeper.
But then Pethick went to work again,
scoring twice in the span of one minute.
Pethick first converted a penalty kick
with 15 minutes left after a Whitworth
defender punched the ball off the goal
line.
Then just after the ensuing kickoff,
Pethick took a Larry Manao header and
made a sliding stab at the ball from 10
yards away, managing to sneak it inside
the right post.
Though the Loggers did a good
imitation of Manchester United Sunday,
it will have taken that and more for UPS
to have produced a win against league
leader UW yesterday night at Husky
Stadium (results unavailable at press
time).
This weekend, UPS travels to
Spokane for two matches. Saturday, the
Loggers take on Gonzaga and Sunday,
UPS squares off in a rematch with
Whitworth.
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Better red than dead
SPORTS IN BRIEF

S
Volleyball team runs record to 28-3:
The University of Puget Sound captured its third tournament title of the 1986
season with a win at the Western Oregon Invitational over the weekend. The
Loggers won the 12-team tourney without losing a single game.
El
Men's soccer team makes it three in a row:
Coach John Duggan's soccer team made it three victories in a row on Sunday
with a 4-1 win over Whitworth College. The win was the 6th out of the last 7
matches for the Loggers and improved their record to 10-5-2 on the season.

lie
Key district match on taD for women's soccer saturday:
The UPS women's soccer team will play a key District I match on Saturday
against the Vikings. The Loggers are 6-3-3 overall and 3-0 in District play
going into this weekend's match. UPS played just a single match last week
downing Seattle University by a 7-0 margin.
4
Cross country prells for districts
At the CWU Invitational, the men's team finished third behind Central
Washington and Simon Fraser. The Logger Women's team took 2nd behind
Simon Fraser by just 8 points. Both the men's and women's teams will have
the week off from competition to prepare for district championships.

S

0

S
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If you've ever gotten a
pizza that was cold, or
late, or just not right,
you've had a close
encounter with the NOW
The NOID loves to ruin
your pizza. You can avoid
the NOID: Call Domino's
Pizza. You get Fast, Free
DeIivery' of our quality
pizza in less than 30
minutes. Domino's Pizza
Delivers® the hot, delicious NOID-proof pizza.
One call does it alIt®

00 Cal
doeA
PIZZA
DELI VERS'
FREE.

aL
0. STEVENSI
®
7529653

Our drivers carry Issis than $20.00.
Lêmit.d delivery ursa.
01986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Donnie Moore wound up to throw what
Hubie Greenwald
most people felt was to be the last pitch
The excitement began in the bottom
of the world series. Henderson ended the
of the sixth inning with the Red Sox
premature celebration by depositing the
leading 2-1 over the Angels and two
0-2 fastball in the centerfield seats. With
outs. Doug Decinces stepped to the plate
the Red Sox 6, Angels 5, he went from
and hit what appeared to be a routine fly
goat to hero in one pitch. As Henderson
ball, due to a lack of communication the
danced around the bases it looked as if
ball fell between the outfielders for a
the Red Sox had won, but once again the
double.
The momentum had swung. Bobby celebration was premature. In the bottom
of the ninth Dickie Schofield singled
Grich followed with a towering fly ball
home Ruppert Jones with the tying run
to left-center field, Dave Henderson
and
into the night the game continued.
leaped and appeared to make a spectacular
Entering
the eleventh inning the game
catch but the ball hit the heel of his
was
still
tied
at six when the Red Sox
glove and carromed over the fence for a
loaded
the
basses
with one Out. Once
homerun. Angels 3, Red Sox 2.
again
Dave
Henderson
approached the
It looked as if the Angels were on
plate with a chance to be the hero.
their way to the first World Series in
Henderson came through with a sacrifice
franchise history.
fly to score what turned out to be the
Bill Buckner led off the ninth inning
with what appeared to be an unimportant game winning run. Red Sox 7, Angels
6. Calvin Schiraldi came on to pitch the
single. The announcers attributed it to
nerves on the part of the pitcher. What
Buckner had really done was put into
motion the most exciting ending ever
witnessed in a playoff game. After one
out in the inning Don Baylor approached
the plate.
Baylor has been the emotional leader
of the Red Sox all year and once again he
came through to give them a lift. Baylor
lifted a home run over the left feild fence
to cut the Angel lead down to 5-4.
Dwight Evans followed with a pop-up
for the second out in the inning.
Stepping to the plate was one of the Red
Sox hottest hitters, Rich Gedman.
Gedman was 3 for 3 at that point with a
last inning for Boston and in sending the
single, a double and a homerun. Gedman
Angels down in order he ended one of the
represented Boston's last hope.
With Gedman coming to the plate most exciting baseball games in history.
The final two games of the playoffs
Angel manager Gene Mauch decided to
go to the bullpen. He brought in Gary were almost anticlimactic, as Boston
Lucas who had struck Gedman out the won both. The Red Sox will face the
previous night in an important situation. New York Mets in what promises to be
Lucas's first pitch struck Gedman on the one of the most exciting series in many
years. I am pulling for Boston to win
leg and the tying run was on base.
Once again Gene Mauch went to the solely because they defeated the team that
pen, this time he decided to go with his I had wanted to win. With that in
ace reliever Donnie Moore. Ironically mind.. .go Red Sox!
enough, the man Moore was coming in
Author's note: If you feel my articles
to face was Dave Henderson. Henderson
are incorrect or poorly written, write me
had a chance to redeem himself but with
a letter. Do not tell me in the tunnels, as
two quick strikes it looked as if he would
one little gentleman chose to do. Put
remain the goat.
your opinion in the paper.
The celebration was begining as
-----

—

—

—

---

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Representatives will visit UPS on Monday,
October 27th, to provide information on the
MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, and
the MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
degree programs.
For an appointment, please sign up at the
CAREER DEVELOPMENT OFFICE.
(2nd floor Collins Memorial Library,756-3250)
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" Lifetime "

of weekend•

I
Alumni Associate President Jeff Carr and ASUPS President Steve Emery cut the
ribbon at the opening celebration for the new Union.
By Scott Anderson
Homecoming 1986 opened with an
enthusiastic response from students as
they celebrated by singing, dancing,
cheering the football team on to victory,
and welcoming Robin Williams to UPS
for "A Weekend For A Lifetime."
The festivities began on Friday night
with Songfest. Hundreds streamed into
the Puyallup Fairgrounds Pavilion to
hear various musical performances by
student contestants. All of the acts were
entertaining, which was evident by the
loud cheering and clapping. The judges
chose for first place an a capella group
called Sunbreak. Composed of alumni
and students, the group won the top prize
with "The Lumberjack Song."
In second place was Sigma Nu's "The
Pez Boys," who sang "Taking Care Of
Business." The Delta Dream Girls of the
Delta Delta Delta sorority captured third
place with "One Night Only."
At 10pm, the tables and chairs were
cleared away to make room for the
Homecoming Dance. On one end of the
pavilion, the crowd danced to the music
of Bim Skala Bim. About an hour later,
the band Le Max took over at the other
end of the pavilion, and everyone danced
to their music until the night was over.
Domino's pizza made a midnight
delivery, and it wasn't long before the
pizza disappeared.
On Saturday at 12:15 pm, the official
ribbon-cutting ceremony took place at
the SUB. ASUPS President Steve
Emery and Jeff Carr, President of the
Alumni Association, spoke and then cut
the ribbon across the main entrance to
the newly renovated building.
Inside the Union, Professor Bob
Albertson spoke to alumni and students.
Afterwards, tours were given of the
building.
At 12:30, the Homecoming Parade got
under way at the SUB. Homecoming
Princesses Susan Bladholm, Stephanie
West, Gillian Gawne, Yumi Kawaji, and
Vicki Sands rode in old-fashioned Model
A cars with Homecoming Princes Steve
Emery, Ray Conner, Steve Bovingdon,
Greg Eddie, and Steve Shelver.
Several living groups decorated trucks
and cars with a variety of materials,

while their residents rode on or walked
alongside The UPS pep band and
President Philip Phibbs, Grand Marshal,
led the entourage up North Lawrence,
onto 11th, and into Baker Stadium,
where all the floats were judged. First
place went to the Kappa Sigma-Alpha

held to see who could eat a chocolate
cream pie the fastest. Afterwards, Mrs.
Bea Ramsdell, retiring ASUPS
Administrative Assistant, was crowned
Honorary Homecoming Queen by
President Steve Emery and VicePresident Mimi Dega.
The game against Pacific University
was under way by 1:30. At halftime, all
of the Homecoming Royalty were driven
out in front of the stadium where they
were introduced to the audience. Steve
Bovingdon and Gillian Gawne were
crowned Homecoming King and Queen
by President Phibbs and 1985 Queen
Jenny Siegle. To wrap up halftime, the
Spirit Squad performed a number to
music from the movie "Grease."
At halftime, the football team was
ahead 41-0. Even though Pacific
managed to gain three touchdowns during
the second half, UPS won the game,
58-21.
On Saturday night came the
long-awaited moment when Robin
Williams arrived at the Fieldhouse.
People began lining up outside at early
evening, and by the time the doors
opened at 7pm, the line extended onto
North Lawrence. At 8pm, the Raspyni
Brothers came out and performed a
juggling act with bowling pins and
knives.
About 20 minutes later, Robin
Williams came out to wild cheering and
clapping. He joked continuously on
such things as airlines, politicians, and
fatherhood. The audience was in laughter
most of the night, and enjoyed it when
he spoke to a few members of the
audience. Williams received a standing
ovation when his performance was over.
And that was Homecoming 1986 for
the University of Puget Sound.

Greg Eddie congratulates 1* i
Gawne. Princesses Vicki Sands an

Homecomil.,
91

Brian Henshaw gives a courtesy wave aboard the Beta float
in the Homecoming Parade.

Photos courtesy of Trail and Tamanawas staff.

J41
Dave, Kirk

provided dancing, pie-eating,
royalty and
ribbon-cutting
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By Ste fanie Reeves

Robin Williams performed Saturday to

a crowd of over 3600, one of the largest

audiences ever in the Fieldhouse.
•The doors to the Fieldhouse opened at
1 )
7pm. After waiting in line and anxiously
r (
anticipating the show, the crowd started
getting psyched. The crowd did the wave
and shouted "tastes great!" and "less
filling!" across the floor as 8pm neared.
The Raspyni Brothers opened the
show with an entertaining mix of
juggling and jokes. Their act consisted of
such things as juggling clubs, spitting
ping-pong balls, eating carrots and
apples while juggling, and throwing
razor blade knives around a volunteer
from the audience.
Williams was a crowd stimulator.
From the moment he walked on stage to
the moment he exited, he kept the crowd
rolling in their seats. His antics included
impersonations of such personalities as
Gorbachev,
Reagan, Jack Nicholson, and
ccng King Steve Bovingdon and Queen Gillian
many
others.
Williams used a limited
Yumi Kawaji share in the festivities.
number of props, but the ones he did use
were very effective, such as
pumpkin-faced hat with teeth and a
huge bow tie (which he used to refer to
sorority girls and the almighty
President Phil Phibbs).
The usage of local people and places
was highly effective in making the
audience feel they were more on a
personal basis with Williams; he knew
who he was performing to.
Williams's references to drugs and sex
were used to upbeat the performance -which they did. They kept people on
their toes about what Williams would
say next. His use of current events was
also highly effective.
All in all, Williams was a true treat.
I'm sure everyone that saw the
performance would welcome him back
again with open arms.

g
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Mimi Dega's shirt was not telling the truth during Saturday's halftime antics.

40

! L
LIJ

lonw, Spirit Squad members go into a special formation for the Ilomecoming crowd.

-J

Julie have different views on Pie Eating Contest.

Big crowds, big names

FEATURE S
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Guest Commentary

IL

"Visual feast" proves a veritable abyss
S
By Kent Pearson

Articles in the 1 rail can be more than
just an intellectual experience, they can
be a feast for the funny bone as well.
While some submissions to this
publication are informative and
enlightening, others indicate that there
are a number of People magazine
subscribers here on campus.
"Dining in Tacoma - Food
accompanied by a veritable visual feast,"
last week's article on the comparative
merits of Tacoma's "cutest" waiters,
demonstrates that the Trail is truly
hurting for good material.
I say this not as a male feeling
discriminated against, but as a University
student whose intelligence has been
insulted, instead of feeling appeased. I

look forward to the article on the "where
to find the cutest waitresses" with as
much anticipation as I do my mid-term
grade report.
Throughout the story, I was confused
whether the writer was referring to the
restaurant or the waiter when rating
"facial appeal" and "appealing to smell."
Frankly, I'd get a little nervous if I knew
someone was sniffing me out.
The marks included with the article
"for brevity's sake," did not help to
clarify the critique, but made me feel like
I was reading the lyrics to a Sound of
Music tune. "FFF QQ FA FA FA
AAA" Where is "DO a deer, a female
de&"
How many UPS women go Out to
Tacoma's premier dining establishments
to check out waiters? How many can

in the relative merits of Tacoma's dining
room attendants, the writer indicates that
UPS women have not yet shed the high
school "ga-ga" mentality and still have
posters of Christopher Atkins on their
walls.
I certainly hope this "investigation"
was not funded by the Trail. The article
centers almost exclusively on the
waiters, only mentioning the food and
atmosphere in passing.
Why, then, did the writer even go to
the establishments in the first place? It
would have been much cheaper to go to
the upstairs lounge at Shenanigans, the
bar at El Toritos, or to the Tacoma Mall
for that matter.
Or how about a Senate meeting; I can
see the title now: "Boring evening offset
by handsome hunks."
I'm sure there are waiters in Tacon
restaurants who are "nice to look at,"
judging from the picture tL.
accompanied last week's article, the
"veritable visual feast" was missing a
few courses.
The Trail should print articles that are
informative, entertaining, and thought
provoking. Above all, articles should be
written with the UPS student in mind,
not the Stadium High School student.

afford to, for that manner? How many are
going to rush down to the Bay Co.
because of the picture that accompanies
this informative article?
Student do not frequent Tacoma's finer
establishments with great regularity, and
when they decide to eat out, the
appearance of the restaurant's hired help
is never a factor.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but most
UPS women would spend an evening at
Grazie for the Italian cuisine and the
view; not to gawk at their prepubescent
attendants. Only when one's hormones
are overactive does "the view
complement the men."
The women at UPS should be
embarassed by this article. As human
beings we are naturally (at least in most
cases) attracted to members of the
opposite sex. But, excluding some
activities that occur in fraternity
basements on Saturday nights, most
college students pride themselves on
being discreet when romantically
pursuing another individual.
By assuming that the female
population of this university is interested

Three Cheers--for the politically conscious students who gathered
on Tuesday to protest UPS investments in South Africa. The students
should be heartened and the administration harkened by IBM's and
GM's recent withdrawals from South Africa.
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Delivery

A UPS sophomore--told me of her recent visit to Reed College in
Portland. During a tour of the campus, the sophomore hesitantly toed
the grass. "It's ok," reassured a Reed student. "We don't water our
grass during monsoon season."
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Phone
Nam...._
ONE COuPON PEA PIZZA

3602 Center Street & Union
627-8844

15 Popular Items
Canadian Bacon
Fresh Sausage
Beef
Mushrooms
Onions
Green Peppers
Pepperoni
Tomatoes

The misunderstood Plant department--University scapegoat.
Quagmire Karlen quad, blame plant department. No heat, call plant
department. Bombs in the library? No, just plant department testing
their new thermometers. Suspicious persons, blame plant department.
"It's not that I am a suspicious person by nature," explained the
student to a Safety and Security officer. "Well, it's just that he's
always looking at me."

Cheese
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1 Item
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Pineapple
Jalapenos
Olives, Salami
Bacon Bits
Thick Crust
Extra Cheese
'Shrimp
'Two Items

Prices
12"

.
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8.00
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10,50
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13.00
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It seems "moral repugnance" abounds--Apartheid continues
in South Africa. CIA operatives execute clandestine wars in Central
America. The Trail prints Op-Ed pieces questioning election ethics.
Apparently, the basic premise of the press has been forgotten by those
very persons who have employed (most vociferously) its advantages.
Those are the souls that would have the Trail print only flamboyant
and flowering prose that praises and never questions. And you
thought yellow journalism was bad.
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And speaking of moral repugnance--I am sure the alumni and
distinguished guests appreciated the float that stated "Eat Me For A
Lifetime." Edwin Meese would have a stroke. Phil Phibbs would
have heart failure. What an education! For a lifetime, no less.
>>>>>>>> 0 )'> >> 00 >> 0 >>>>)'>>>> >>>> >> 0 0 >> 0 0 >> >> 0 0 ). 0 >))>>>>> 0 >> >>>>>>>> 0 >>>>>>>>>>>>

FREE

2 WITH A LARGE
1 WITH A SMALL OR MEDIUM
WITH PIZZA PURCHASE
FREE 32 0.2. COI<E
Sunday- Thursday.....11:00 am. - 1:00 am.
Friday & Saturday ...... 11:00a.m.- 1:30 am.

ALWAYS HAD IT!
ALWAYS WILL!
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Comic Genius and
Cosmic Conscience
Combine
by Katie de Gutes
Despite the heat generated by the
3,600 people packed into the bleachers,
the five student program staff members,
who stand at an obscure entrance to the
fleidhouse awaiting the imminent arrival
of the featured guest, shiver. The wind
whips through the maze of hallways.
Impatient, a staff member opens the
door at the instant the white stretch
limousine arrives.
"Oh my God, he's here. He's really
here. Robin Williams is here."
He emerges from the limo wearing not
an expensive Hollywood- type- suit but
rather, a red floral print shirt, faded jeans,
and a brown beret.
He is at once humble and seemingly
introverted.
"Oh, a welcoming committee,' he
says, almost as if he believes himself
undeserving.
A quick bow, and then Williams's
managers and personal assistants usher
him down the hall and into the dressing
rooms.
Unlike most performers, Williams
does little to prepare for a show, and
arriving only a scant 25 minutes before
he is scheduled to perform would not
offer him much opportunity, anyway.
With all the fame and fortune, one
would expect arrogance, but Robin
Williams is, instead, a man extremely
amiable and personable. He spends his

few moments before the show joking
with the student programs staff, UPS
security, and the Tacoma Police officers.
Brilliantly comic and exceptionally
soft-spoken, Williams varies between
sitting, standing, and pacing in and out
of the dressing room.
Cut to a common criminal.
"Wait," he says to a Tacoma police
officer. "Don't shoot." Williams looks
terrified, cowering in the classic 'I
surrender' position.
Cut to a country yokel.
"Say, where can a fellow find a
bathroom around here?"
Security shows him to the Women's
Varsity Locker Room, which has been
cordoned off especially for Williams.
Cut to a polyester wearing macho
man.
"Oh, yeah," says Williams, in a
lustful voice. "Here I come, ladies."

People are going to say, 'Oh,
you have a degree from there
(UPS), huh?' Nope, no degree,
just a shitload of sweatshirts.
Williams laughs and walks towards the
locker room in true debonair style.
The comic genius mind of Robin
Williams works at lightening speed.
Yet, Williams sounds hesitant, as if he
is hoping you will laugh, praying you
think him funny.

Robin Williams - - The King of Comedy

And on stage, a different man entirely.
Vibrant and vivacious, Williams
commands his audience. He is

captivating, his audience captive.
Williams talks about everything from
Tacoma ("The indian word for bad
smell.") to religion ("If the man on PTL
is such a healer, why can't he make his
wife's hair go down.") to sex ("You don't
need some little jewish woman named
Dr. Ruth telling you about your sex life.
What you need is some big, black
woman named Dr. Rufe, telling you
what to do.").
Not only an improv man, Williams is
also a man of conscience. He uses his
comedy as sounding board for such
horrors as nuclear weapons, terrorism,
See COMIC
page 13

The following people worked hard for the Robin Williams show last Saturday night! The success of the
evening was largely due to their efforts:
Mike Carr
Tim Kerli
Sean Murphy
John Born
Grant Haddaway
Rick Sassara
Mary Simpson
Lisa DeFaccio
Chip Lake
Brian Meyers
Alicia Paulson
Erin Mack
Darcie Julum
Kay Lynn Grant
Steve Shelver
MikeAmend

Kevin Young
Maiko Winkler
Susan lguchi
Darrell Nakano
Lisa Pond
Ann Nakamura
Larry Witty
Lin Chun
Maria Menor
J0 Ann Arakaki
Jennifer Wexler
Kelly Goto
Al Look
Blair Calkins
Laurie Hallisey
SamanthaYoung

Roger Ellistad
Jacki Gallagher
Tiare Houk
Tammy Enomoto
Maria San Miguel
McNeal Kamal
Maile Ho
Daphne Takeshita
Diane Choy
John Mason
Suzanne Cooley
Nancy Siloa
Peng Hsiao
Koko Waters
Elda Harada
Ellen Simpson

Allison Fritz
Gary Uyeda
Craig Uyeno
Elmer Pator
Ed Balala
Vince Taitingfong
Louis Turbeville
UPS Bookstore Staff
UPS Print Shop Staff
Gordy Pfeifer
Napoleon
Dave
Leo
and
the rest of the
PlantCrew

A SPECIAL THANKS TO:
LJudy Simonsen

IVicki Sands
IBeth Rossma n
ICarrie Chambers
ICheri Moy
IBruce Sadler
ITodd Badman
jScott Norton
IPaul Sherman
Iserni Solidarios
Ikatie DeGutes
IRobin Williams

-for security coordination.
-for gate entrance organization
-for artist hospitality.
-for artist hospitality.
-for artist hospitality.
-Security.
-Security.
-spotlight.
-spotlight.
-for effective advising.
-for "moral" support and
-for a wonderful evening.

Thank YOU'
Lisa Chambers
ASUPS Popular Entertainment

FINALLYA
FREE FLIGHT PLAN
JUST FOR STUDENTS,
I
YOU WON T
BREAK LIKE THIS
ONCE YOU"RE OUT IN
THE REALWORLD,

INTRODUCING COLLEGIATE FUGHTBANK, FROM Or the grand prize, for the number one student referral
champion in the nation: a Porsche and one year of unlimited
CONTiNENTAL AND NEW YORK AIR.
If you're a full-time student at an accredited college or university you can join our Collegiate FlightBankM You'll receive
a membership card and number that will allow you to get
10% off Continental and New York Air's already low fares. In
addition, you'll get a one-time certificate good for $25 off any
domestic rouridtrip flight. Plus, you'll be able to earn trips to
places like Florida, Denver, Los Angeles, even London and
the South Pacific. Because every time you fly you'll earn mileage towards a free trip. And if you sign up now you'll also
receive 3 free issues of BusinessWeek Careers magazine.

coach air travel.
And how do you get to be the referral champion? Just sign
up as many friends as possible, and make sure your membership number is on their application. In order to be eligible for
any prize you and your referrals must sign up before 12/31/86
and each referral must fly 3 segments on Continental or New
York Air before 6/15/87. And you'll not only get credit for the
enrollment, you'll also get 500 bonus miles.
So cut the coupon, and send it in now. Be sure to include
your current full time student ID number. That way it'll only
cost you $10 for one year ($15 after 12/31/86) and $40 for four
years ($60 after 12/31/86). Your membership kit, including
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. If you have a credit
card, you can call us at 1-800-255-4321 and enroll even faster.
Now more than ever it pays to stay in school.
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But what's more, for the 10 students on every campus who
enroll the most active student flyers from their college there
are some great rewards: 1 free trip wherever Continental or
New York Air flies in the mainland U.S., Mexico or Canada.
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COMIC
continued from page 11
and drug abuse.
The language is peppered with cussing
to emphasize events Williams finds
particularly important, especially
frightening. Colonel Kaddafi and his
chain of terrorist chicken stores ("You
cross this line and you die. Ok, you
cross this line and you die."). Ronald
Reagan, actually Richard Nixon in
uise ("I'm back, again. Friday the
Part V.').
"God damn, it's scaaary stuff," says
Williams.
This rapid-fire improv continues for
over an hour. Unlike the average person
who has placed his brain on fast-forward
for an hour, when Williams finally
comes off stage he does not just collapse
in his dressing room. Instead, he plays
again with the staff--talking quietly
about the show, posing for pictures,
telling a few more jokes, accepting
stupid gifts with dignity.
As he turned to go, Williams proudly
bared his chest, which sported a UPS
sweatshirt.
"People are going to say 'Oh, you
have a degree from there (UPS), huh?'
Nope, no degree, just a shitload of
sweatshirts."

N
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The Rasp yni Brothers accompanied Robin Williams

The Clues

Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Mongrel
4 Epiclike
narratives
9 Timid
2 Beverage
3 Around
14 Garden tool
15 Coveted
17 Forays
19 Mountains of
Europe
20 Ripped
21 Tibetan priest
23 Coming in best
time
27 Forebodings
29 Precious metal
30 Either's partner
31 Footlike part
32 Self-esteem
34 Slender finial

JOWN
35 Printer's
measure
36 Cure
37 Monster
39 Pennant
42 Extremely
terrible
43 Wooden vessels
44 Landed
46 Dwell
48 Speech
impediment
51 Firearm
52 Ceremonies
54 Greek letter
55 Bitter vetch
56 Shatter
57 Condensed
moisture

1 Uncouth person
2 Rubber tree
3 Recommences
4 Girl's name
5 White poplar
6 Deity
7 Symbol for gold
8 Walked leisurely
9 Glisten
10 Brick-carrying
device
11 Affirmative
16 Country of Asia
18 Dry
20 Walked on
21 Runs easily
22 Catkin
24 Nimble
25 Deep sleep
26 Threefold
28 Orators

nr

33 Male sheep: p1.
34 Sent forth
36 Flock
38 Prepare for
print
40 Showers
41 Evaluates
45 Extravagant
46 Mature
47 Prickly envelope
of fruit
48 Music: as
written
49 French for
summer'
50 Uncooked
53 Negative prefix
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Strength through focused unity
Staff Editorial

Senate's ability to focus its energies is a major determinant of how
much it can accomplish as a governing body. This is easily recognized
when one compares how much senate accomplished under the
administrations of Mike Brown and Steve Emery.
For the most part, there was a serious dearth of leadership during the
Brown administration. The president was unable or unwilling to assume
a leadership role amongst the senators during his term of office. As a
result, the collective energy of the senators was dissipated in conflicts
amongst the senators and not spent on useful projects. To aggravate the
problem, much of the responsibility of leadership fell onthe shoulders of
then Vice-President Margi Dawson. Margis energies were overtaxed,
making it very difficult for her to do her job properly.
Whether the constitution says so or not, it appears the executives are
very responsible in providing direction and leadership to the senators and
it seems they have done a more than an adequate job in marshalling the
talents and energies of the senators. Specifically, Steve Emery has
encouraged senators to create the Spirit Squad and Pep Band and has
been a source of guidance and leadership during senate meetings.
In addition to Steve's leadership, Mimi Dega has set an excellent
example for the senators. For someone with little or no experience with
finances, Mimi has done an excellent job allocating ASUPS funds.
To be sure, there has been some controversy over subjects like the
desks and late stipend checks, but controversy over allocation of money
is unavoidable and there would probably be something wrong if people
did not fight over it. The real value of Mimi's leadership is her
sometimes maddening enthusiasm. When senators watch Mimi, they
may disagree with her actions, but they must respect the amount of work
she puts into ASUPS.
Since individuals often do as little as they can get away with when they
are involved in student government, the example set by the executives
becomes most important. If they do nothing, the senators will feel that
this is an acceptable method of behavior and will follow their example.
So far the example that has been set has been adequate.
Unfortunately, recent happenings suggest all is not well with the
executives. It appears the normally cooperative relationship between
them has deteriorated. The controversy that has arisen over the
constitution seems to have placed the executives at odds. This is most
disconcerting because if this controversy dominates the collective
consciousness of ASUPS the momentum it is slowly gaining will
disappear.
Presently, ASUPS needs strong leadership more than ever. Since
midterms are over, the senior senators may exhibit a decrease in
perfomance caused by mid-semester burnout if they are not coaxed and
cajoled into keeping their edge. In this respect, they are no different than
the rest of the student body. But our senators must be motivated to do
their job.
If the executives can work together to motivate and give direction to
ASUPS, they will increase its credibility with the trustees, and more
importantly, the students. Therefore, it is imperative that any divisive
issues be resolved quickly so a more positive legacy can be left to next
year's leaders than was left to our current leaders.

Damaged Goods
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Letters to the editor must be submitted
by Tuesday, noon, for publication in
Thzusday's issue. Letters over 300 words
will not be printed.

Confused voter
irritated
There were a significant number of
things wrong with the recent vote taken
on the Constitution, enough to compel
me to comment.
Even before the actual voting, there
was a large group of very confused
voters, myself included. Many fellow
freshmen had no accurate idea of what the
vote was about, and did not know where
to go for the information. The posters
simply directed you to find a senator to
explain it to you.
The fundamental problems with this
are as follows: 1) it is very difficult to
find a senator sometimes, if you should
happen to know one, and 2) if you do
find one, sometimes he/she will give
you a biased or one-sided opinion.
I know this was happening because
when I was working at the voting station
in the SUB, there was an elected official
and some supporters hovering about the
booth, at times within twenty feet,
garnering votes and not giving both sides
to the issue.
I received voter complaints on this,
one pointing out that doing this was
against the constitution and if the
Constitution was just going to be
ignored, why vote?
I must say now that these sort of
activities are the kind that high-school
voting is infested with, and though there
is no place for it anywhere, I had hoped
to escape it in college.
I recommend a second voting with a
more defined presentation of the issue, if
we are to obtain the fairest result
possible.
Thank you for your time.
Stephanie Kuck

----

to a rush of attacks
Dear Christine and Leba,
As leaders of IFC and Panhellenic
whom have prided ourselves on effective
and attentive response to political
concerns which are brought before us, we
were sorry to read of your distress
concerning the lack of editorial rebuttal
on our part. Please understand that it is
not that IFC, Panhellenic or the rush
counselors did not want to defend their
behavior. However, because we are very
committed to the ideals and goals of our
new residency programs and to building
campus unity, we did not consider it
lucrative to spend our time answering to
an anonymous letter which, in our
opinion, was attempting to
sensationalize and perpetuate campus
rifts.
Michael R. Canizales
Interfraternity Council President
Cristine Wittress
Panhellenic Association President

Color Post
companion
Now that all the Color Post penis
jokes have climaxed, I think it's time to
grow up, get our oversexed collegiate
minds out of the gutter and start
appreciating this upstanding UPS
tradition.
I do, however, feel that this
monumental achievement of Man
appears a tad out-of-place and alone. A
solution to my desire was voiced by a
friend, who suggested that the Class of
'87 donate a counterpart, or a "Color
Cave.' Such a combination would be
impenetrable to the current assaults lain
upon the Color Post. We could decorate
the color Cave's entrance with bushes or
flowers or something to make it
enticing.
In profound sincerity,
Steve Bovingdon

Notesfrom Underground.
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Boomer says*
'Thanks, UPS t,
To the students of the UPS community:
Now that the homecoming festivities have passed, I would like to thank
those individuals or groups of individuals who were responsible for making
Homecoming '86, "A Weekend for a Lifetime," such a great success.
Planning the events of the homecoming weekend required numerous hours of
preparation, and would not have been possible without the faithful
cooperation of all the parties involved. Over 900 people were in attendance
at the Songfest/Dance, fifteen entries were listed in the homecoming parade,
Baker Stadium was sold out and so was Robin Williams. This outstanding
participation by the students of the UPS community is a tribute to the spirit
of the students here and lays to rest any belief that "apathy" on behalf of the
students is an issue at this university!!!
First of all, the Special Events Committee deserves to be commended for
their dedication. Their cohesive nature, diligent effort and teamwork was
evident throughout the planning stages and execution of this past weekend.
The committee members gave of themselves unselfishly and met the
challenge of following homecoming plans with flying colors. If you know
of a committee member and believe that the homecoming activities were
enjoyable, tell them about it; they deserve to be recognized.
Secondly, I would like to thank those groups of individuals who took the
time to plan and participate in the homecoming parade and songfest. Their
efforts were outstanding and added a great diversity to the weekend.
Thirdly, the Security staff and Bruce Sadler deserve to be commended for
their cooperation prior to and throughout the weekend. The staff at Security
patrolled the dance, parade, Robin Williams and recorded the progress of the
homecoming ticket sales! They were a busy group of people during the
"Weekend for a Lifetime."
Finally, I would like to thank you, the students of UPS, for your
outstanding spirit and support this past weekend. It is because of you that
weekends like this past homecoming "Weekend for a Lifetime" are so
successful. I have observed a tremendous increase in the amount of spirit
expressed by the students of this university since my freshman year and
believe that if this homecoming is any indication of the spirit of the present
student body, that this year will truly be distinguished from years past by a
sense of unity, pride and enthusiasm expressed by the students of this
university community. THANK YOU AND GO LOGGERS!!
Sincerely,
Steve Shelver
Special Events Chairman

On penguiens and politics

The image of it is no longer one of protective security, but of
As we stroll through the mysterious morning fog of Washington
autumn, wonder about the no-pedestrian crossing sign in front of the destruction for the enemy and of us. More and more people see our
Union that no one obeys but quietly laughs at, finish off the last of modern nuclear machine as a horror without even a military purpose.
Galbraith also points out that just as the military power must have a
midterms and get ready for the long haul into finals, it may be a good
idea to take a peek to take a peak at the wonderful world of superpower plausible enemy, it must also have a working plan to assuage the fears of
the public.
politics.
This is precisely what arms-control negotiations accomplish.
John Kenneth Gaibraith pointed out earlier this year at a conversation
in West Germany how the Soviet Union is indispensible to the military Especially ones like last week's summit in Iceland. They give the illusion
power in the United States. Various enemies have been made available to that Reagan is sincere and that real attempts are being made to decrease
us over the years to justify American militarism: once China, then North the chances of nuclear war. The only lasting result of that event was the
media coverage. It destroyed many people's idea that the island is only a
Vietnam and Cuba. And now Nicaragua.
Nevertheless, the plausible and enduring enemy of the US of A haven for short black and white waterfowl.
The Pentagon must now contain Nancy Reagan. She wants her
has been the Soviet Union. Tension in our relations with the Russians
husband
to leave a more positive legacy than his famous taste for jelly
directly serves military power in this country. President Reagan has
beans,
B-rated
movies, overdrawing the county's credit card and
epsecially played upon Americans' phobia of that red tide he once
creating
a
bottomless-pit
arms race.
dubbed "the evil empire." Any degree of lessening those tensions would
Instead
of
limiting,
or
even reducing the chance of destroying all that
undermine the legitimacy of channeling the endless revenues into the
is,
the
summit
served
to
quiet
the public fear of nuclear annihilation.
Pentagon that it buries forever.
The
reality
is
that
the
tragedy
of nuclear war is just as possible as it
In all countries, there is strong resistance to and fear of the idea pf the
ever
has
been.
planet being vaporized by that unspeakable radioactive overdose. This
it's something to consider, or maybe even get just a little angry about.
fear has caused people to realize they have no contro over what the
military does.

CA
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Everything in your life has changed, from the
friends you left behind to the fact that now you actually
have to study. The last thing you need is treuble with
your checking account.

It pays to travel and it pays to stay at home.

BartClub checking gives you
everythmg but surprises.
Unlimited checkwriting. Go ahead, write as many
matter the number you
che ks as you want. No
wonL't have to pay a / cent extra. Arid unlike most
checking accounts,
BanClub has no minimum balance requirements. As long as you
have the money in
\ our account to cover
it, youll never be
charged for writing a
check again. AU you pay is the low
monthly fee of .4.95.
Ai id dont \ orrv about running out of checks,
either. ibur BanClub membership entitles you to all the
pei sonalized checks you need at no extra charge.

Bank machine at no extra charge.
That's right. When you have
an account with Puget Sound
Bank you get to use Quickhank.
This is our bank machine that
gives you access to your money
any time of the day or night. Buuu
what makes Quickbank so special is that it gives you access In
your money free. With most
banks, if you fail below their ii iii ilinum balance level. t costs you
each time u use their machine. Even if\i)uurejust
checking our balance.
Quickbank lets You make deposits and withdrawals. Make loan pay

'Ye-

1

even find out balance information. And now there are
over 50 convenient Quickbank locations around the
southern Puget Sound region. That's more than any
other bank in the area

PtIVPt

BanClub helps you get carried away. You automatically qualify for the Travelers Advantage' service.
Use it and get 10% cash back on lodging at any hotel
or motel in the U.S. And get 3% cash bonus on your
airline and car rental costs. There are even a -h 1
nuses on cruises and tours.
Plus you'll never have to pay for
traveler's checks again. With
BanClub your traveler's checks.
cashier's checks and mone
orders are included at no ex
tra charge.
4
There's also good news
if yoiim staying at home.
You become a member of
the Shopper Advantage
service. Simply by making a
phone call you can compan
prices and save up to 50% on
top quality name-brand merchandise.
And the best part, the pi oducts are de
livered right to your door!

There's more.
You may qualify to receive a 5% rebate on
jut crest paid on installment loans. And the payuents are conveniently deducted from your
I( coLlTlt.
As a rnenuher you will also receive the
D1 1 1 1r P1u.s magazine. It's packed with articles
00 financial and investment, advice as well as travel
tips and niore. To find out more about our BanClub
checking account or any of our other products or
services, give us a

Sc
.iund Rankhranchtyou.

The Hometown Bank
The nearest

hrnch to I fniveritv of Pi iet

Sound is at 3917 N. 26th.

UNIION
A GUIDE TO THE RENOVATED STUDENT UNION
THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
RENOVATED FACILITY
>>>The renovated Union provides 56,000 square feet of floor space.
>>>The octagonal Rotunda serves the dining needs of 225
people and will offer a new area for special events and dances.
>>>The newly designed a la carte food service, Lawrence Street
Station, helps meet the diverse needs of the campus commuity.
>>>The Loft offers a more intimate eating area as an alternate to the
Great Hall and the Rotunda.
>>>The bookstore, The Bay Bookery, situated on the lower level
provides better services through a more effective use of space.
>>>The lobby area with an Information Center centrally located
provides lounge areas and includes a two-story atrium overlooking the
bookstore.
>>>Lounge areas provide new spaces for off-campus and on-campus
students to gather between classes.
>>>There are two dining/meeting rooms off the Great Hall for groups
to use.
>>>Six new meeting rooms of varying sizes are located on the
second floor for use by on and off-campus groups.
>>>A newly located Cellar offers an alternative in late night food
services. A TV viewing and stage area will provide for excellent
program possibilities.
>>>the Rendezvous, a new games/recreation area, will allow for
expanded video arcade games, pool and ping pong tables. Located
next door to the Cellar, it can be accessed by the hallway or the Cellar
and has a window service for easy ordering.
>>>Offices for student media(KUPS 90.1 FM, The Trail,
Crosscurrents and Tamanawas) are centrally located with the media
adviser's office and dark rooms for easy access.
>>>New office spaces for AS UPS, Religious Life, Counseling
Center, Health Services, Student Programs, Dean of Students and
Food Service were included in the renovation.
>>>A new office/work area for student clubs and organizations on the
second floor have easy access to the publicity office and meeting
rooms.
>>>A Multi-Cultural Center will provide for various resources
relating to the ethnic diversity of our campus community.
>>>The Room Reservations-Information Center will provide ticket
sales, information services and snacks in an attractive setting
conducive to meeting people.
>>>The quiet lounge off the lobby will provide excellent space for
study, informal group meetings or receptions.
>>>The special executive meeting room provides permanent space for
ASUPS Senate and other groups.
>>>The architectural firm for the renovated Union was the Northwest
rchitectural Company.

The Student Union of the University of Puget Sound is the
community center of the university serving students,
taculty, staff, a!umni and friends. Its stated purpose is as
lollowsTo serve as the heart of the campus by providing a
variety of meeting cuaces for convening groups from on
and ulf campus cornmunitie,
To provide an environment and programs p€rtinent to
the inte lectual, social, cultural, recreational and personal
d-veI.iprnent of individuals and groups within the campus
court umtv.
3 To provide access to services conveniences, amenities
and centralized mformation
4. To exhibit and encourage the diversity, vitality and
dynamism which characterize the university.

Congratulations to
the committee
Renovating a Union building does not just
involve a call to the architect and construction
crew. Along with the temporary relocations,
delayed moves, dust, and months of confusion
the renovation demanded planning.
Years of planning...
In 1983 a committee was organized with
various campus representatives. This group met
on a regular basis to discuss ideas for the
renovation. They examined each area of the
building In great detail to guarantee no one's
needs were overlooked.
Committe members Included Dean of Students
David Dodson; Financial Vice-President Ray
Bell; Professor Michel Rocchl; Professor Jim
Sorenson: 1986 graduate Margi Dawson; 1985
graduate David Poston; and 1984 graduate
Michael Healy.
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Unions

the students," she said.
Students have also found reasons
why they prefer the new Union to the
old Manythinkthe new bookery has
oir uIffIllh1
a much better selection and is easier
Walking into the new Union one is
ronfronted with the stylish, classy to use.
Residents of the media areas in the
interior of an upscale hotel lobby.
Plush carpeting, lustrous furnishings, basement appreciate the new carpet.
Last year ourfloor was covered with
indirect lighting and ornate moldings
duct
tape trying to hide the splits in
is
tansform the lobby into an area that
the
carpet,"
said one student.
indeed user friendly.
Cellar
employee
Titou Talman really
the
Residents from throughout
likes
the
new
Rotunda.
building have found specific reasons
"1 like the dome area. It is such a
why they think the renovation was a
nice area to eat in. A much better
ve positive decision.
atmosphere-a lot more homier," she
"The spaciousness and open air
concept of the atrium is what I like," said.
Gina Agustin, a student who works
said Bonnie Grondahl. From her
on
the Trail and has spent many hours
position in the bookstore one can
in
the
Union, enjoys the ambience of
understand why she would appreciate
the
first
floor.
the light brought into that area by the
like the information booth. Its not
"I
floor to ceiling windows.
like they use to
"Shelving is all uniform. It is all just a little shack
have,"
she
said.
together and it makes it more
The new lobby, with the atrium and
convenient for the students said
It looks
all
is just more attractive
Linda Cornman of the improvement 5
professional."
. the Bay Bookery.
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A special thanks is extended to the Ad Hoc SUB Policies
Committee for their hard work in the last year. Margi
Dawson '86, Tim Kerhli '86, Steve Bovingdon, Jon
Sager and Vicki Sands.
Paid insert

i-n1

flIOfl Boar
The Union Board concept was presented to the ASUPS Senate in the
ASUPS
spring of 1986 and after some minor revisions was adopted in the
By-Laws this faIl.
voting members on the board include six students, a faculty member,
the university's Director of Business Services and the Assistant Dean of
Students.
To better represent all areas the board has ex-officiO members from the
media Cellar, Student Programs, an alumnus, the Information Center,
and the Director of Student Activities.
The purpose of the Union Board in facilitating the goals and functions of
the Union is
a. to initiate and review policies regarding the facilities, services and
. . . provided
.
.
activities
by the Union.
to
provide
direction
and
support
to
the
Assistant
Dean
in
b
direction
of
the
board.
policy
implementation of the plans and
C to evaluate the changing and diverse needs and interests of the
University community in the utilization of the Union.
............................
Ei.id.inacomrn.Qfl-YiSt0!i.
Association of College Unions International

The University of Puget Sound is an active member of the Association of
College Unions-International. ACU-I was founded in 1914 by student and staff
representatives from various schools.
One of the oldest intercollegiate associations in higher education, it is an
international organization whose purpose is to provide an opportunity for
unions to join in studying and improving their programs and services and assist
in the development of new college unions.
ACU-I membership numbers more than 900 colleges and universities in many
parts of the world, butparticularly in theUnited States, Australia, and Canada.
An annual international conference is held by the association where union
.-..,,i ,stbr rr11,yp.----nffieers can participate
in a large variety of
_
pruiessiui
ii
uu
seminars and workshops.
In the autumn of each year, the 16 regions of the association hold regional
conferences. These conferences allow for the exchange of ideas and the free flow
of discussion concerning the functions and responsibilities of the union among
studenta and professional staff.
Recently the 1986 regional 14 conference was held in Vancouver, British
Columbia. With the creation of the new Union Board, it is hoped that student
delegates will be able to participate in the 1987 conference.

Section B

Board of Trustees

Divergent group.
directs university

Wind ensemble enchants

BySiri Wilbur

should be--of the faculty's concerns."
Questions of faculty tenure are never
As of Friday, October 24th, the final until approved by the trustees.
Annual Fall Meeting of the Board of
Yet, says Emery, "The trustees play a
Trustees will be underway.
minimal role in governing the policy of
Many trustees will arrive Thursday for ASUPS. They do monitor KUPS and
a dinner at the Sheraton Hotel honoring have some effect on student life."
Professor Richard Robinson as the new
According to Emery, the trustees are
George Frederick Jewett Distinguished responsible for the new alcohol policy.
Professor of Business before getting into Originally, they proposed a change in the
serious meeting work.
alcohol policy to establish greater equity
The trustees agenda includes, among between the greek and independent
many items, a midterm evaluation of housing situations. However, when they
student life, the fiscal year-end report, a sought-advice from their attorney, John
fundraising report, a long-range financial Henriot, the issue of allowing minors to
plan, a consultant's report on improving drink became more controversial.
library services, and the social concerns Although the trustees considered
issue. Also being discussed are the transforming UPS into a 'dry' campus,
prospective remodeling of Thompson they chose the current policy with the
Hall and the tenure of faculty members.
intent of decreasing drinking among
"Divestment is NOT on the formal freshmen as well as avoiding high
agenda" said Steve Emery, ASUPS liability insurance costs.
President, "although it may be brought
up. It is the guidelines created by the Ad
Hoc Committee on Investment and
Social Concerns that will be presented."
Emery will speak to the Trustees on
several new student programs including
Kaleidoscope and Volunteers For
Listening as well as presenting Senate's
October 14th recommendation to divest.
Gillian Gawne, student representative
to the trustees' Long Range Financial
Planning Committee, noted that her
committee will present a fifteen page
Fundraising is also a major
document which is "unique to private responsibility of the board; their
universities comparable to UPS. The ten-year, $45 million campaign will end
leadership of UPS has taken a step onto in 1988.
new, unexplored ground in order to
The board meets three times per year,
ensure the quality of education that UPS usually October, February, and May. An
students will receive in the coming executive committee elected from the
years, even as conditions change around board normally meets montly.
us." The document's contents are not yet
Most of the work that comes before
public.
the board has been worked out in
At Tuesday's Senate meeting, Emery committees. "Puget Sound's board of
obtained a unanimous vote from the directors is definately a working board,"
Senators on his motion to challenge the according to Smith. "Boardmembers are
trustees to match ASUPS funding for on campus usually throughout the year
another South African student in the with committtee work; but whether they
coming year. Three years ago, the work on campus or in their own offices,
trustees similarly challenged ASUPS to they accomplish many things for the
support a South African student--a university." The trustees come from
challenge which was accepted.
many states and many
Decisions of the board touch the lives professions-significantly the fields of
of every student. "The trustees hold broad Business, Education, and Law.
fiduciary responsibility," according to
The university By-Laws authorize up
Alan Smith, Secretary to the Board of
to 39 trustees. Each trustee serves
Trustees and Assistant to the President.
renewable 3-year terms. Six members of
"They approve the university's budget the board are elected by the alumni,
and are responsible for long term
president Phibbs is an ex-officio
planning and general oversight of the member, and the remaining 32 positions
educational program. Also, they are are filled by the votes of the trustees.
responsible for the physical plant as well
If a trustee, having served a full,
as seeing that the university is adequately three-year term wishes to contiue, he is
insured and that the endowment is used usually re-elected; Norton Clapp, former
properly and legally."
President of Weyerhaeuser, who retired
"The university's faculty are very last year from the board, had served as a
aware of the trustees," according to trustee since 1932, including twenty
Darrell Reeck of the religion Department years as chairman. Currently, Lowry
and the Investment and Social Concerns Wyatt represents the board as chairman.
Committee. "Likewise, the trustees are A trustee selection committee puts
always interested--as any good employer names forth for all vacancies.

Friday night at 8 pm will be the unveiling of this year's Puget Sound Wind
Ensemble. The director, Robert Musser, who has received national awards for his
conducting, brings dedication and quality to all his performing groups. Tomorrow's
concert features outstanding Puget Sound clarinetist Lawrence Bradley performing Carl
Maria von Weber's Concertino for Clarinet and Band. Other works to be performed
include Die Meistersinger, by Richard Wagner, and The Sorcerer's Apnrentice, by Paul
Dukas. The Wind Ensemble is one of the premier performing groups on campus and
the concert is sure to be a hit. Don't miss it!

0/4i6

12:50am An alert University neighbor called Security to report

10/10/86

6:45pm

10/14/86

3:30pm

10/14/86

4:05pm

10/15/86

1:55pm

10/16/86

11pm

10/18/86

1:50am

that suspects were attempting to steal the wooden
"Welcome to UPS" sign by Baker Stadium. Security
and T.P.D.apprehended four PLU students in the act.
Security removed a suspicious non-student from
campus who was approaching female students near
Jones Hall and the library (Karlen Quad).
A student reported to Security and T.P.D. that her
pick-up truck was stolen from the N. 18th and
Lawrence parking lot over the three-day weekend.
A student's vehicle was broken into behind the Union
and his car stereo was stolen. T.P.D. arrested the
suspects at S. 10th and Ferry and recovered the stereo.
The suspects that were arrested may match
descriptions from other vehicle burglaries on campus.
A student reported that sometime during the previous
night his car was broken into at N. 14th and
Washington. His car stereo was stolen.
Referred to T.P.D.
A student reported suspicious vehicles checking out
cars on Union. Ave. Security stopped the vehicles
in the Fieldhouse parking lot, I.D.'ed the occupants
and released the individuals.
Security dealt with three abusive, threatening and
intoxicated male high school students near McIntyre
Hall. The individuals left after considerable
counseling by Security patrolpersons.

You can help reduce crime! Keep you room door locked at all
times! Never leave valuables unattended! Do not prop
Residence Hall doors open and never let people into the Hall
that you do not recognize! Report all crimes and suspicious
persons, vehicles, or activity to X3311 immediately! By
walking together we can reduce "crimes on campus."
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Guest Editorial

Hurley expresses

election dissatisfaction
by Lisa 1-lurley

Swimming Coach knows
his way in the water
By Kathy Hedges

In the fall of 1956 a young Don
Duncan came to the UPS campus to
organize and start the swim program.
Thirty-one years later, Duncan is still
going strong at Wallace pool.
Duncan started his swim career when
he was growing up in Aberdeen, WA.
From high school Duncan went to
Washington State University, where he
was the swim team manager. After
WSU, Duncan spent 5 1/2 years in the
Air Force as a communications officer
and working with the weather service.
During his years at UPS, Duncan has
been the swim coach for thirty years. He
coached not only the swim team but also
the track team from '63 to '67, and he
was head of the department for eleven
years.
Duncans'
Also
among
accomplishments are his participation in
the National Sports Festival and the
International Sports Squad.
Besides coaching, Duncan teaches
physical education from beginning
swimming to advanced lifesaving.
When asked if thirty-one years ago he
imagined he would still be at UPS today,
Duncan's replied, "1 was so excited doing
what I wanted to do I never gave it a
thought."
He added that he probably would have
laughed at the mention of that many
years.
As a coach Duncan has had some good
years. One year that he would rate a 10
was 1982, when the men's swim team
placed second in their division.

"It was as high as we could place,
everyone gave it their all," he said.
Another high spot on Duncan's list is
the opportunity to have coached three
Olympic trial athletes, Bob Jackson,
Rob Powers and Sarah Rudolph.
Duncan has been described as being an
easy-going guy, never raising his voice.
He relies on the individual for
self-motivation and expects a 100%
output.
Senior David Haynes described Duncan
as "the most inexpendable member of the
team."
Men's co-captain Rick Watson added,
"If you were to rate Division II coaches,
he (Duncan) would be in the top 1 or 2."
Watson added that Duncan always
places a team somewhere in the top 10.
As Duncan heads into his 30th year of
coaching, he has his usual positive
outlook on the season. This year the
team is in the midst of a big move from
NCAA to NAIA. Duncan believes this
will allow for more of a team experience;
more swimmers would qualify to go to
nationals and have an opportunity to
place higher.
This Saturday, October 25, the men's
Alumni Swim Meet will take place.
Each year as alumni sign up they are
asked to share one of their most
memorable moments, all of which
Coach Duncan has been part of.
Duncan figures he will be coaching at
least another 5 years. He will continue
here at UPS and, in his spare time, take
part in his favorite pastime, cruising in
his boat.

I have a number of concerns involving the recent ASUPS Constitution election.
Sitting at a polling booth for two hours Friday, it became immediately apparent that
an overwhelming majority of those who voted had little or no knowledge of what a
"yes" or "no" on their ballot meant.
Of even greater concern is the fact that many of these voters were influenced by
campaigning which is prohibited by the guidelines for campaign publicity. These
guidelines state that there can be no verbal or written campaigning within twenty feet
of a polling booth on election day.
A large sign stating "Vote NQ on the Constitution. Ask your current ASUPS Vice
President Why" was posted in the library within twenty feet of a polling booth. I have
also heard several complaints regarding verbal campaigning within twenty feet of a
polling booth located in the SUB. Our current ASUPS Vice President, Mimi Dega,
was allegedly involved in both of these violations. To my knowledge, those who
witnessed these violations will be submitting written staements to the Student Honor
court in an attempt to invalidate the election.
It is my hope that the election is invalidated. These violations, in addition to my
observations while working at a polling booth, cause me to question the legitimacy
of the election.
While working at the polling booth, I witnessed a number of people verbalizing
their reasons for voting no. Every comment that I heard was along the line of, "I'm
voting no because Mimi told me to, because she wants to vote." In addition, many
students that I talked to prior to the election and since, said that they were approached
by Mimi and told to "vote no, because if you vote yes, I'll lose my vote, and I want
to vote, so vote no." (That is a direct quote from at least three people I spoke to.
These people also specifically stated that no information, nor arguments for and
against the issue was provided.)
We elect (and also pay) our ASUPS officers to represent our views. In order to
represent our views these officers need first to find out what our views are. This,
rather obviously, entails informing us of both sides of an issue and allowing us to
form our own opinions. I recognize that it is not realistic to expect students to be
completely informed on every issue. However, I also believe that it is fair to assume,
and to expect, a certain level of responsibility to the students who are being
"represented." The Constitution under which our student government operates is
clearly one issue which warrants this responsibility.
I was happy to see the amount of energy that was put into campaign efforts, but
the quality and direction of this energy was definitely lacking. The energy was expent
simply persuading people to vote no, because "I (Mimi) want to vote," or because,
according to another member of the campaign, "you're not educated on the issues. You
should vote no so you can become educated." It seems that the energy could have and
should have been much better spent informing students of both arguments, or
"educating them on the issues."
A final point: If I am not mistaken, the main argument of those opposed to the
Constitution (or more realistically stated, those who want the VP to have a vote on
Senate) is that the VP has a vast amount of contact with students due to his/her
involvement on all the standing committees of ASUPS, and can therefore exercise
his/her vote to relay student input.
I agree if-If-the VP takes advantage of this contact with students to get input, rather
than taking advantage of it to give biased output.
In the case of our current VP, it seems to me that "the vast amount of contact with
students" has had no effect on her self-interested actions. Student input hasn't merely
been ignored - it hasn't even been sought. As long as you'd vote no, your
understanding of the issue and your opinion didn't matter.
According to the argument of our current VP, the VP's vote on Senate translates to
a voice for "student input." But it obviously doesn't. What guarantee do you have that
a VP's voting power would not be abused in the same manner?
This type of self-interested and personally motivated individual seems to be
precisely what those in favor of taking away the VP's vote hope to protect against.
If the election is declared invalid and there is a re-election, please, find out what it
is you're voting on. If you don't find Out or don't care, Don't Vote!

KUPS Meeting
7:00 Tuesday Mc 106
We need to see you!
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Guest Editorial

Methodist leaders speak out against nuclear war
ciavlain Jim Davis
As we approach the end of the recognition of Peace With Justice Week on our
campus and throughout the nation and the world, I am very mindful of the continued
ominous presence of nuclear weapons which are poised to destroy humankind and
creation as we know it. As yet another summit conference has passed with no
agreement between the USSR and USA government leaders, we grieve the loss of
missed opportunities for peaceful disarmament.
It isso very important that we hear the calls around us for peaceful dsiarmament. In
addition to the poignant and responsible voices such as Physicians for Social
Responsibility, Fellowship of Reconsiliation, numerous scientists and educators, and
American bishops of the Roman Catholic Church, the United Methodist Council of
Bishops has issued a Pastoral Letter introducing a study called In Defense of
Creation: The Nuclear Crisis and a Just Peace.
Below is the text of the bishops' pastoral letter, which I believe speaks well to us
as a significant community of higher education and as an institution related to the
United Methodist Church. I urge the letter to your reading, thoughtful reflection and
action. The foundation document is available in the Religious Life Office for full
study.
by Methodist Bishops
From your t)rotriers and sisters in Christ Jesus, the Council of Bishops, to all those
people called United Methodist in every land: Grace to you and peace in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ.
With hearts and minds open to Christ, who is our peace;
In obedience to his call to be peacemakers;
And in response to the biblical vision of a wholistic peace, shalom, revealed in
Scripture to be God's will and purpose for all of creation:
We, the bishops of The United Methodist Church, have been moved by the spirit of
Jesus to send you a message that we have titled IN DEFENSE OF CREATION; THE
NUCLEAR CRISIS AND A JUST PEACE, a message we believe to be of utmost
urgency in our time.
This message has been prepared over a span of two years during which time we
have earnestly sought to hear the Word of God through the Scriptures. At the same
time we have prayerfully and penitently reflected on the continuing buildup of nuclear
arsenals by some of the nations. We have become increasingly aware of the
devastation that such weapons can inflict on planet earth. We have watched and
agonized over the increase in hostile rhetoric and hate among nations. We have seen
the threat of a nuclear confrontation increasing in our world. We have been movtivated
by our own sense of Christian responsibility and stewardship for the world God
created.
This brief Pastoral Letter is an introduction to a substantial
Foundation Document
that we have produced as the major portion of our message to the church. In our
Foundation Document we have attempted to state with clarity the biblical basis for
our concerns and our concerns and our clonclusions about the issue we are addressing.
We have set forth a theology for peace that reflects also our understanding of those
insights of both pacifism and just-war theory that speak with relevance to the issues
of the present nuclear crisis.
We write in defense of creation. We do so because the creation itself is under attack.
Air and water, trees and fruits and flowers, birds and fish and cattle, all children and
youth, women and men live under the darkening shadows of a threatening nuclear
winter. We call The United Methodist Church to more faithful witness and action in
the face of this worsening nuclear crisis. It is a crisis that threatens to assault not only
the whole human family but planet earth itself, even while the arms race itself cruelly
destroys millions of lives in conventional wars, repressive violence, and massive
poverty.

Therefore, we say a clear and unconditioned No to nuclear war and to any use of
nuclear weapons. We conclude that nuclear deterrence is a position that cannot receive
the church's blessing. We state our complete lack of confidence in proposed "defenses"
against nculear attack and are convinced that the enormous cost of eveloping such
defenses is one more witness to th e obvious fact th at the arms race is a social justice
issue, not only a war and peace issue.
Our document sets forth a number of policies for a just peace, including such
disarmament proposals as a comprehensive test ban, a multilateral and mutually
verifiable nuclear weapons freeze and the ultimate dismantling of all such weapons,
and bans on all space weapons. However, the nuclear crisis is not primarily a matter
of technology; it is a crisis of human community. We encourage independent U.S.
and Soviet initiatives to foster a political climate conducive to negotiations. We urege
a renewed commitment to building the institutional foundations of common security,
economic justice, human rights, and environmental conservation. And we make
appeal for peace research, studies, and training at all levels of education.
This message we are sending to United Methodist people is not meant to be a
consensus opinion of our church or a policy statement of our denomination on the
nuclear crisis and the pursuit of peace. It is given from the bishops to the church as
both a pastoral and a prophetic word. it is pastoral in that we as bishops will seek to
lead the church in study, prayer, and action related to this issue and this theme, using
the Foundation Document as a basic resource and guide. It is
prophetic in that the
Foundation Document is our response to the Word of God. It faithfully states
our
understanding of that Word to our world at this moment in history.
Our message is the result of many months of prayerful study, research, and
reflection. It is not given to the church with any feeling that it should be the final
word on this issue or with the hope that it will silence all contrary opinions; but
rather, we are sending this statement to the church seeking the fullest and faires
tpossible discussion of our understandings and convictions, together with an honest
consideration of different and critical opinions.
Peacemaking is ultimately a spiritual issue. It is a sacred calling of Jesus. All
dimensions of church life offer opening for peacemaking: family life, Christian
education, the ministry of the laidty, pastoral ministry in every respect, political
witness and the great fact of the church as a worldwide company of disciples that
transcends all nations, governments, races, and ideologies.
Now, therefore, we ask you, our sisters and brothers, to join with us in a new
covenant of peacemaking; to use the Bible together with our Council's Foundation
Document as basic resources for earnest and steadfast study of the issues ofjustice and
peace. We call upon each local pastor and lay leader to give leadership in a local
church study of the issues surrounding the nuclear threat. We ask you all to open
again your hearts, as we open our hearts, to receive God's gracious gift of peace; to
become with us evangelists of shalom, making the ways of Jesus the model of
discipleship, embracing all neighbors near and far, all friends and enemies, and
becoming defenders of God's good creation; and to pray without ceasing for peace in
our time.
Now we draw this Pastoral Letter
to a close with prayers for all of you and for all
the nations and peoples of the earth.
We humbly pray that God will accept and use our lives and resources that we
dedicate again to a ministry of peace.
May the love of God, the peace of Christ, and the power of the Holy Spirit be
among you, everywhere and always, so that you may be a blessing to all cration and
to all the children of God, making peace and remembering the poor, choosing life and
coming to life eternal, in God's own good time.
Amen.
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2 SLICES OF PIZZA FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE OR A FREE COKE
THIS WILL BE AWARDED TO ALL
WHO PARTICIPATE IN THE GREAT
SCAVENGER HUNT
YOU MUST HAVE READ THIS AD TO
PARTICIPAT
WHEN YOU COME TO THE BASEMENT
BUT NOT UNTIL AFTER 9:00 PM
STOP IN AT THE KUPS STUDIO FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION

